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Resources for Faith-Based Investing
Books:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investing & Faith – collaborative book, general editor Steve French
Profit or Principles - by Dwight Short
Investing with Integrity - by Loran Graham
Kingdom Gains: What Every Christian Should Know Before Investing - by Dwight Short
I Found Jesus in the Stock Market - by Cassandra Laymon
Biblically Responsible Investing: For God’s Glory and Your Joy - by Robert Netzly
The Wallstreet Awakening - by Mark Minnella

Educational Resources:
Denver Institute white paper by Chad Hamilton is an excellent, free resource! This is a great place to
begin, providing a wonderful framework and overview written by an objective 3rd party.
Kingdom Advisors online course on BRI (written and hosted by Dan Hardt) A video-based, self-study course for
investment advisors, brokers, and other investment professionals Tuition: $99 (Only available to Kingdom Advisors Members).
CE: Accepted for 5 hours of CE credit granted for CFP®, IMCA and PACE designations.

Christian Investment Forum – Advisor Resources section contains several very helpful items:
•

CIF Fund Performance Research (2015) This study showed the performance of BRI funds versus
conventional funds. The summary version is available as well as the full white paper. CIF
provides a chart of all their member firm mutual funds. (Keep in mind there are SMA managers
and turn-key investment programs that are not included in the chart.)

Screening Tools:
•
•
•
•

Inspire Insight (includes both positive and negative data on equities and equity funds, free
version available, offers ability to drill down and understand specific company-level data)
BRI Institute (for stocks, can pay for a one-time screening of a list of stocks or subscribe to their
database, very flexible and easy to work with on custom arrangements)
eVALUEator (employs a very conservative set of Biblical parameters at zero tolerance, does not
include environmental or ESG screens)
For additional ESG screening, there are several other options.

